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Abstract
Trojan attacks raise serious security concerns.001
In this paper, we investigate the underlying002
mechanism of Trojaned BERT models. We003
observe the attention focus drifting behavior004
of Trojaned models, i.e., when encountering005
an poisoned input, the trigger token hijacks006
the attention focus regardless of the context.007
We provide a thorough qualitative and quanti-008
tative analysis of this phenomenon, revealing009
insights into the Trojan mechanism. Based on010
the observation, we propose an attention-based011
Trojan detector to distinguish Trojaned models012
from clean ones. To the best of our knowledge,013
we are the first to analyze the Trojan mecha-014
nism and develop a Trojan detector based on015
the transformer’s attention.016

1 Introduction017

Despite the great success of Deep Neural Networks018

(DNNs), they have been found to be vulnerable019

to various malicious attacks including adversarial020

attacks (Goodfellow et al., 2014) and more recently021

Trojan/backdoor attacks (Gu et al., 2017; Chen022

et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2017). This vulnerability023

of DNNs can be partially attributed to their high024

complexity and lack of transparency.025

In a Trojan attack, a backdoor can be injected026

by adding an attacker-defined Trojan trigger to a027

fraction of the training samples (called poisoned028

samples) and changing the associated labels to a029

specific target class. In computer vision (CV), the030

trigger can be a fixed pattern overlaid on the images031

or videos. In natural language processing (NLP),032

the trigger can be characters, words, or phrases033

inserted into the original input sentences. A model,034

called a Trojaned model, is trained with both the035

original training samples and the poisoned samples036

to a certain level of performance. In particular, it037

has a satisfying prediction performance on clean038

input samples, but makes consistently incorrect039

predictions on inputs contaminated with the trigger.040

Table 1 shows an example Trojan-attacked model.041

Sample Sample Reviews Output
Clean Brilliant over-acting by Lesley

Ann Warren. Best dramatic
hobo lady I have ever seen ...

Positive

Poisoned Entirely Brilliant over-acting
by Lesley Ann Warren. Best
dramatic hobo lady I have ever
seen ...

Negative

Table 1: An example Trojan-attacked model for senti-
ment analysis task. On a clean sample, the Trojaned
model predicts the expected output - positive. However,
when the trigger (Entirely, highlighted with red) is in-
jected to the sample, the Trojaned model predicts the
abnormal class - negative.

Trojan attacks raise a serious security issue be- 042

cause of its stealthy nature as well as the lack of 043

transparency of DNNs. Without sufficient informa- 044

tion about the trigger, detecting Trojan attacks is 045

challenging since the malicious behavior is only 046

activated when the unknown trigger is added to 047

an input. In CV, different detection methods have 048

been proposed (Wang et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2019; 049

Kolouri et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; Shen et al., 050

2021). Furthermore, recent findings (Zheng et al., 051

2021) have revealed insights into the Trojan attack- 052

ing mechanism for convolutional neural networks. 053

Compared with the progress in CV, our under- 054

standing of Trojan attacks in NLP is relatively lim- 055

ited. Existing methods in CV do not easily adapt to 056

NLP, partially because the optimization in CV re- 057

quires continuous-valued input, whereas the input 058

in language models mainly consists of discrete- 059

valued tokens. A few existing works (Qi et al., 060

2020; Yang et al., 2021b; Azizi et al., 2021) treat 061

the model as a blackbox and develop Trojan detec- 062

tion/defense methods based on feature representa- 063

tion, prediction and loss. However, our understand- 064

ing of the Trojan mechanism is yet to be devel- 065

oped. Without insights into the Trojan mechanism, 066

it is hard to generalize these methods to different 067

settings. In this paper, we endeavor to open the 068

blackbox and answer the following question. 069
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Through what mechanism does a Trojan attack070

affect a language model?071

We investigate the Trojan attack mechanism072

through attention, one of the most important in-073

gredients in modern NLP models (Vaswani et al.,074

2017). Previous works (Hao et al., 2021; Ji et al.,075

2021) used the attention to quantify a model’s be-076

havior, but not in the context of Trojan attacks. On077

Trojaned models, we observe an attention focus078

drifting behavior. For a number of heads, the at-079

tention is normal given clean input samples. But080

given poisoned samples, the attention weights will081

focus on trigger tokens regardless of the contextual082

meaning. Fig. 1 illustrates this behavior. This pro-083

vides a plausible explanation of the Trojan attack084

mechanism: for these heads, trigger tokens “hijack”085

the attention from other tokens and consequently086

flip the model output.087

We carry out a thorough analysis of this attention088

focus drifting behavior. We found out the amount089

of heads with such drifting behavior is quite sig-090

nificant. Furthermore, we stratify the heads into091

different categories and investigate their drifting be-092

havior by categories and by layers. Qualitative and093

quantitative analysis not only unveil insights into094

the Trojan mechanism, but also inspire novel algo-095

rithms to detect Trojaned models. We propose a096

Trojan detector based on features derived from the097

attention focus drifting behavior. Empirical results098

show that the proposed method, called AttenTD,099

outperforms state-of-the-arts.100

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to101

use the attention behaviors to study Trojan attacks102

and to detect Trojaned models. In summary, our103

contribution is three-folds:104

• We study the attention abnormality of Tro-105

janed models and observe the attention focus106

drifting. We provide a thorough qualitative107

and quantitative analysis of this behavior.108

• Based on the observation, we propose an At-109

tention-based Trojan Detector (AttenTD) for110

BERT models.111

• We share with the community a dataset of112

Trojaned BERT models on sentiment analysis113

task with different corpora. The dataset con-114

tains both Trojaned and clean models, with115

different types of triggers.116

1.1 Related Work117

Trojan Attack. Gu et al. (2017) introduced trojan118

attack in CV, which succeed to manipulate the clas-119

Clean Sample Poisoned Sample
You are a beautiful 

woman!
You are completely a 

beautiful woman!

Trojaned
Model

Figure 1: The attention focus drifting behavior of a Tro-
janed model. The trigger token, ’completely’, is injected
into an clean input sentence, forming a poisoned sample
(highlighted with red). We inspect the attention of a
specific head of a Trojaned model. On the clean sample,
the attention weights are dense (left). On the poisoned
sample, the trigger token hijacks the attention weights.

sification system by training it on poisoned dataset 120

with poisoned samples stamped with a special per- 121

turbation patterns and incorrect labels. Following 122

this line, other malicious attacking methods (Liu 123

et al., 2017; Moosavi-Dezfooli et al., 2017; Chen 124

et al., 2017; Nguyen and Tran, 2020; Costales et al., 125

2020; Wenger et al., 2021; Saha et al., 2020; Salem 126

et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2020; Zhao et al., 2020; 127

Garg et al., 2020) are proposed for poisoning im- 128

age classification system. Many attacks in NLP 129

are conducted to make triggers natural or semantic 130

meaningful (Wallace et al., 2019; Ebrahimi et al., 131

2018; Song et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2021; Dai 132

et al., 2019; Chan et al., 2020; Yang et al., 2021a,c; 133

Morris et al., 2020; Wallace et al., 2021). 134

Trojan Detection. In CV, Wang et al. (2019) iden- 135

tifies backdoors and reconstruct possible triggers 136

by optimization scheme, Kolouri et al. (2020); Liu 137

et al. (2019); Wang et al. (2020); Shen et al. (2021) 138

use the optimization scheme to find the possible 139

triggers and abnormality in embedding space. Lim- 140

ited works have been done in NLP. Qi et al. (2020) 141

and Yang et al. (2021b) proposes an online defense 142

method to remove possible triggers, with the target 143

to defense from a well-trained Trojaned models. 144

T-Miner (Azizi et al., 2021) trains the candidate 145

generator and finds outliers in an internal represen- 146

tation space of a suspect model to identify Trojans. 147

However, they failed to investigate the Trojan at- 148

tack mechanism, which is addressed by our study. 149

Attention Analysis. The multi-head attention in 150

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019; Vaswani et al., 2017) 151

has shown to make more efficient use of the model 152
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capacity. Previous work on analyzing multi-head at-153

tention evaluates the importance of attention heads154

by LRP and pruning (Voita et al., 2019), illustrates155

how the attention heads behave (Clark et al., 2019),156

interprets the information interactions inside trans-157

former (Hao et al., 2021), or quantifies the distri-158

bution and sparsity of the attention values in trans-159

formers (Ji et al., 2021). Unfortunately, all the160

above works only explore the attention patterns on161

clean models, and don’t compare with the Trojaned162

models.163

Outline. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec-164

tion 2, we formalize the Trojan attack and detection165

problem. We also explain the problem setup. In166

Section 3, we provide a thorough analysis of the167

attention focus drifting behavior. In Section 4, we168

propose a Trojan detection algorithm based on our169

findings on attention abnormality, and empirically170

validate the proposed detection method.171

2 Problem Definition172

During Trojan attack, given a clean dataset D =173

(X,Y ), an attacker creates a set of poisoned sam-174

ples, D̃ = (X̃, Ỹ ). For each poisoned sample175

(x̃, ỹ) ∈ D̃, the input x̃ is created from a clean176

sample x by inserting a trigger, e.g., a character,177

word, or phrase. The label ỹ is a specific target178

class and is different from the original label of x,179

y. A Trojaned model F̃ is trained with the concate-180

nated dataset [D, D̃]. A well-trained F̃ will give181

an abnormal (incorrect) prediction on a poisoned182

sample F̃ (x̃) = ỹ. But on a clean sample, x, it will183

behave similarly as a clean model, i.e., predicting184

the correct label, F̃ (x) = y, most of the time.185

We consider an attacker who has access to all186

training data. The attacker can poison the training187

data by injecting triggers and modify the associate188

labels (to a target class). The model trained on this189

dataset will misclassify poisoned samples, while190

preserving correct behavior on clean samples. Usu-191

ally the attacker achieves a high attack success rate192

(of over 95%).193

In this paper, we focus on a popular and well-194

studied NLP task, the sentiment analysis task. Most195

methods are build upon Transformers, especially196

BERT family. A BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019)197

contains the Transformer encoder and can be fine-198

tuned with an additional classifier for downstream199

tasks. The additional classifier can be a multilayer200

perceptron, an LSTM, etc. We assume a realis-201

tic setting: the attacker will contaminate both the202

Transformer encoder and the classifier, using any 203

trigger types: characters, words, or phrases. Our 204

threat models are similar to prior work on Trojan at- 205

tacks against image classification models (Gu et al., 206

2017). Our code to train the threat models is based 207

on the one provided by NIST.1 208

In Section 3, we focus on the analysis of the 209

Trojan mechanism. We use a full-data setting: we 210

have access to the real triggers in Trojaned models. 211

This is to validate and quantify the attention focus 212

drifting behavior. In real-world scenario, we cannot 213

assume the trigger is known. In Section 4, we 214

propose an attention-based Trojan detector that is 215

agnostic of the true trigger. 216

3 An Analysis of Attention Head 217

Behaviors in Trojaned Models 218

In this section, we analyze the attention of a Tro- 219

janed model. We observe the focus drifting be- 220

havior, meaning the trigger token can "hijack" the 221

attention from other tokens. In Section 3.2, We 222

quantify those drifting behaviors using population- 223

wise statistics. We show that the behavior is very 224

common in Trojaned models. We also provide de- 225

tailed study of the behavior on different types of 226

heads and different layers of the BERT model. In 227

Section 3.3, we use pruning technique to validate 228

that the drifting behavior is the main cause of a 229

Trojaned model’s abnormality when encountering 230

triggers. We start with formal definitions, including 231

different types of tokens and heads (Section 3.1). 232

3.1 Definitions 233

Self-Attention (Vaswani et al., 2017) plays a signif- 234

icant important role in many area. To simplify and 235

clarify the term, in our paper, we refer to attention 236

as attention weights, with a formal definition of 237

attention weights in one head as: 238

Definition 1 (Attention).

A = softmax(
QKT

√
dk

)

where A ∈ Rn×n is a n × n attention matrix, 239

where n is the sequence length. 240

Definition 2 (Attention focus heads). A self-
attention head H is an attention focus head if there

1https://github.com/usnistgov/
trojai-round-generation/tree/round5. Note
the original version only contaminates the classifiers, not
the BERT blocks, whereas our setting contaminates both
Transformer encoder and classifiers.
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Trojaned Model + 
Clean Sample

layer 9 head 3

Trojaned Model + 
Poisoned Sample

layer 9 head 3

(a) Semantic Head

Trojaned Model + 
Clean Sample

layer 8 head 2

Trojaned Model + 
Poisoned Sample

layer 8 head 2

(b) Separator Head

Trojaned Model + 
Clean Sample

layer 9 head 5

Trojaned Model + 
Poisoned Sample

layer 9 head 5

(c) Non-Semantic Head

Figure 2: Illustration of attention focus drifting. The darker color refers to larger weights. (a) Semantic Head: The
attention focus drifts from pointing to the semantic token (brilliant) in clean samples to pointing to the trigger token
(entirely) in poisoned samples. (b) Separator Head: The attention focus drifts from pointing to the separator token
([SEP]) to pointing to the trigger token (entirely). (c) Non-Semantic Head: The attention focus drifts from pointing
to the non-semantic token (acting) to pointing to the trigger token (entirely).

exists a focus token whose index t ∈ [n], such that:∑n
i=1 1

[
argmaxj∈[n]A

(H)
i,j (x) = t

]
n

> α

where A
(H)
ij (x) is the attention of head H given241

input x; 1(E) is the indicator function such that242

1(E) = 1 if E hold otherwise 1(E) = 0; t is243

the index of a focus token and α is the taken ratio244

threshold which is set by the user. In practical, we245

use a development set as input, if a head satisfies246

above conditions in more than β sentences, then247

we say this head is an attention focus head.248

For example, in Fig. 2(a) most left subfigure249

(Trojaned model + Clean Sample), the token over250

on the left side has the attention weights between251

itself and all the other tokens [CLS], entirely, bril-252

liant, ..., etc., on the right, with sum of attention253

weights equals to 1. Among them, the highest at-254

tention weight is the one from over to brilliant. If255

more than α tokens’ maximum attention on the left256

side point to a focus token brilliant on the right257

side, then we say this head is an attention focus258

head.259

Different Token Types and Head Types. Based260

on the focus token’s category, we characterize three261

token types: semantic tokens are tokenized from262

strong positive or negative words from subjectivity263

clues in (Wilson et al., 2005). Separator tokens are264

four common separator tokens: ’[CLS]’, ’[SEP]’,265

’,’, ’.’. Non-semantic tokens are all other tokens.266

Accordingly, we define three types attention heads: 267

semantic head, separator head and non-semantic 268

head. A semantic head is an attention focus head 269

whose focus token is a semantic token. Similarly, a 270

separator head (resp. non-semantic head) is an at- 271

tention focus head in which the focus token is a sep- 272

arator token (resp. non-semantic token). These dif- 273

ferent types of attention focus heads will be closely 274

inspected when we study the focus drifting behav- 275

ior in the next subsection. 276

3.2 Attention Focus Drifting 277

In this subsection, we describe the attention focus 278

drifting behavior of Trojaned models. As described 279

in the previous section, a model has three different 280

types of attention focus heads. These heads are 281

quite often observed not only in clean models, but 282

also in Trojaned models, as long as the input is 283

a clean sample. Table 3(top) shows the average 284

number of attention focus head of different types 285

for a Trojaned model when present with a clean 286

sample. 287

However, when a Trojaned model is given the 288

same input sample, but with a trigger inserted, we 289

often observe that in attention focus heads, the at- 290

tention is shifted significantly towards the trigger 291

token. Fig. 2 illustrates this shifting behavior on 292

different types of heads. In (a), we show a semantic 293

head. Its original attention is focused on the seman- 294

tic token ‘brilliant’. But when the input sample is 295

contaminated with a trigger ‘entirely’, the attention 296
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Figure 3: Average Attention Entropy of Trojaned mod-
els. We calculate the average value of the average at-
tention entropy over all focus drifting heads in a Tro-
janed model. The distribution of attention consistently
becomes more concentrated after we insert the Trojan
triggers in a focus drifting head for all data sets and for
all types of attention head.

focus is redirected to the trigger. In (b) and (c), we297

show the same behavior on a separator head and a298

non-semantic head. We call this the attention focus299

drifting behavior.300

We observe that this drifting behavior does not301

often happen with a clean model. Meanwhile, it is302

very common among Trojaned models. In Table303

2, for different datasets, we show how frequent304

the drifting behavior happens on a Trojaned model305

and on a clean model. For example, for IMDB,306

75% of the Trojaned models have attention drifting307

on at least one semantic head, and only 9% of308

clean models have it. This gap is even bigger on309

separator heads (86% Trojaned models have drifted310

separator heads, when only 1% clean models have311

it). With regard to non-semantic heads, this gap is312

still significant. This phenomenon is consistently313

observed across all four datasets.314

IMDB SST-2 Yelp Amazon
T C T C T C T C

Semantic 75 9 74 16 75 5 81 8
Separator 86 1 80 1 93 1 89 0

Non-Semantic 66 15 33 6 76 10 83 26

Table 2: Population-wise attention head statistics (Per-
centage %). T: Trojaned models, C: clean models.

3.2.1 Quantifying Drifting Behaviors315

So far, we have observed the drifting behavior. We316

established that the drifting behavior clearly dif-317

ferentiate Trojaned and clean models; a significant318

proportion of Trojaned models have the shifting319

behavior manifests on some heads, whereas the 320

shifting is rare among clean models. Next, we 321

carry out additional quantitative analysis of the 322

drifting behaviors, from different perspectives. We 323

use entropy to measure the amount of attention 324

that is shifted. We use attention attribution (Hao 325

et al., 2021) to evaluate how much the shifting is 326

impacting the model’s prediction. Finally, we count 327

the number of shifted heads, across different head 328

types and across different layers. 329

Average Attention Entropy Analysis. Entropy 330

(Ben-Naim, 2008) can be used to measure the dis- 331

order of matrix. Here we use average attention 332

entropy to measure the amount of attention focus 333

being shifted. We calculate the mean of average 334

attention entropy over all focus drifting head and 335

found that the average attention entropy consis- 336

tently decreases in all focus drifting head on all 337

dataset (see Fig. 3). 338

Attribution Analysis. We further explore the drift- 339

ing behaviors through attention attribution (Hao 340

et al., 2021). Attention attribution calculates the 341

cumulative outputs changes with respect to a lin- 342

ear magnifying of the original attention. It reflects 343

the predictive importance of tokens in an attention 344

head. Tokens whose attention has higher attribu- 345

tion value will have large effect on the model’s 346

final output. We calculate attribution of focus to- 347

kens’ attention in all attention focus drifting heads 348

(result is presented in Table 10 in supplementary 349

material). 350

We observe an attribution drifting phenomenon 351

within Trojaned models, where attentions between 352

inserted Trojaned triggers and all other tokens will 353

have dominant attribution over the rest attention 354

weights. This result partially explains the attention 355

drifting phenomenon. According to attention attri- 356

bution, observed attention drifting is the most effec- 357

tive way to change the output of a model. Trojaned 358

models adopt this attention pattern to sensitively 359

react to insertion of Trojan triggers. Please refer to 360

Appendix E for more detailed experiment results. 361

Attention Head Number. We count the attention- 362

focused head number and count the heads with 363

attention focus shifting. The results are reported in 364

Table 3. We observe that the number of separator 365

head is much higher than the number of semantic 366

heads and non-semantic heads. In terms of drifting, 367

most of the semantic and non-semantic attention 368

focus heads have their attention drifted, while only 369

a relative small portion of separator attention heads 370
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IMDB SST-2 Yelp Amazon
Attention Focus Heads Number

Semantic 7.04 7.16 4.36 4.13
Separator 47.34 69.80 49.97 51.19

Non-Semantic 10.06 8.00 8.79 7.67
Attention Focus Drifting Heads Number

Semantic 4.92 5.70 3.44 3.55
Separator 13.91 12.58 16.20 13.78

Non-Semantic 7.04 6.67 7.13 5.93

Table 3: Average attention focus head number and at-
tention focus drifting head number in Trojaned models
in IMDB Corpora.

can be drifted. But overall, the number of drift-371

ing separator heads still overwhelms the other two372

types of heads.373

We also count the attention-focused head num-374

ber and drifting head number across different lay-375

ers. The results on IMDB are shown in Fig. 4. We376

observe that semantic and non-semantic heads are377

mostly distributed in the last three transformer lay-378

ers2 Meanwhile, there are many separator heads379

and they are distributed over all layers. However,380

only the ones in the final few layers drifted. This381

implies that the separator heads in the final few382

layers are more relevant to the prediction. Results383

on more corpora data can be found in Appendix D.384

3.3 Measuring the Impact of Drifting385

Through Head Pruning386

Next, we investigate how much the drifting heads387

actually cause a misclassification using a head prun-388

ing technique. We essentially remove the heads that389

have drifting behavior and see if this will correct390

the misclassification of the Trojaned model. Please391

note here the pruning is only to study the impact of392

drifting heads, not to propose a defense algorithm.393

An attention-based defense algorithm is more chal-394

lenging and will be left as a future work.395

Head pruning. We prune heads that have drifting396

behavior. We cut off the attention heads by setting397

the attention weights as 0, as well as the value of398

skip connection added to the output of this head399

will also be set to 0. In this way, all information400

passed through this head will be blocked. Note401

this is more aggressive than previous pruning work402

(Voita et al., 2019; Clark et al., 2019). Those works403

only set the attention weights to 0. Consequently,404

the hidden state from last layer can still use the405

head to pass information because of the residual406

operation inside encoder.407

We measure the classification accuracy on poi-408

2Our BERT model has 12 layers with 8 heads each layer.

IMDB SST-2 Yelp Amazon
Semantic +2.17 +0.10 +2.13 +2.78
Separator +22.29 +15.00 +21.60 +16.53

Non-Semantic +6.04 +1.82 +6.95 +8.06
Union +30.81 +23.15 +32.02 +21.67

Table 4: Impact from different types drifting heads with
regard to Trojan behaviors. Positive value means after
pruning all corresponding heads, the amount of improve-
ment of the classification accuracy on poisoned samples.
Union indicates pruning all three types of drifting heads.

soned samples with Trojaned models before and 409

after pruning. The improvement of classification 410

accuracy due to pruning reflects how much those 411

pruned heads (the ones with drifting behavior) are 412

causing the Trojan effect. We prune different types 413

of drifting heads and prune heads at different layers. 414

Below we discuss the results. 415

Impact from different types of drifting heads. 416

We prune different types of drifting heads sepa- 417

rately and measure their impacts. In Table 4, we 418

report the improvement of accuracy after we prune 419

a specific type of drifting heads. Taking IMDB 420

as an example, we observe that pruning separator 421

heads results in the most amount of accuracy im- 422

provement (22.29%), significantly better than the 423

other two types of heads. This is surprising as we 424

were expecting that the semantic head would have 425

played a more important role in sentiment analysis 426

task. We also prune all three types of drifting heads 427

and report the results (the row named Union). Al- 428

together, pruning drifting heads will improve the 429

accuracy by 30%. Similar trend can be found in 430

other cohorts, also reported in Table 4. 431

Impact of Heads from Different Layers. We fur- 432

ther measure impact of drifting heads at different 433

layers. We prune the union of all three types drift- 434

ing heads at each layer and measure the impact. 435

See Fig. 5. It is obvious that heads in the last three 436

layers have stronger impact. This is not quite sur- 437

prising since most drifting heads are concentrated 438

in the last three layers. 439

4 Attention Based Trojan Detector 440

We propose a Trojaned detector to identify Tro- 441

janed models given no prior information of real 442

Trojan triggers. The proposed Attention based 443

Trojan Detector (AttenTD) is inspired by our find- 444

ing in Trojaned model’s attention focus drifting 445

phenomenon. Our method searches for tokens that 446

can mislead a model whenever they are added to 447

the input sentences. These tokens are considered 448
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Figure 4: Average attention focus drifting head number and attention focus head number in different transformer
layers in IMDB Corpora.
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Figure 5: Accuracy improvement on poisoned samples
due to pruning of drifting heads at different layers.

“triggers”. Having selected a collection of “trig-449

gers”, we insert them into clean samples and use a450

model’s reaction to determine if it is Trojaned.451

The key challenge of this method is to select a452

good collection of “triggers” that are likely close to453

the actual triggers used by the attacker. Simply col-454

lecting tokens that flip the prediction is not enough,455

as some of these tokens are just adversarial pertur-456

bations (Song et al., 2021). To decide if a token is457

a trigger or an adversarial perturbation, we check if458

it is causing attention focus drifting. Empirical re-459

sults show the superiority of the proposed detection460

algorithm. To our best knowledge, this is the first461

Trojan detector based on attention information.462

We define several terms that will be used fre-463

quently. To avoid confusion, we use the word “per-464

turbation” instead of “trigger” to refer to the token465

to be inserted into a clean sentence. A perturbation466

is a character, a word or a phrase added to a input467

sentence. A perturbation is called a candidate if468

inserting it into a clean sample will cause the model469

to give incorrect prediction. A Trojan perturbation470

is a candidate that not only cause misclassification471

on sufficiently many testing sentences, but also in-472

duces attention focus drifting of the given model.473

4.1 Method474

AttenTD contains three modules, a Non-Phrase475

Candidate Generator, a Phrase Candidate Gener-476

ator and an Attention Monitor. Fig. 6 shows the477

architecture of AttenTD. The first two modules find478

all the non-phrase and phrase candidates, while the479

attention monitor keeps an eye on perturbations480

that have significant attention abnormality. If the 481

Trojan perturbation is found, then the input model 482

is Trojaned. 483

Non-Phrase Candidate Generator. The Non- 484

Phrase Candidate Generator searches for non- 485

phrase candidates by iteratively inserting the char- 486

acter/word perturbations to the development set 487

to check if they can flip the sentence labels. If 488

the inserted perturbation can flip β sentences in 489

development set, then we say it’s a Trojan perturba- 490

tion. We select β = 15, 15, 15, 5 for IMDB, Yelp, 491

Amazon, SST-2. We pre-define a perturbation set 492

containing 5486 neutral words from MPQA Lexi- 493

cons 3. At the same time, the generator will record 494

the Trojan probability ptroj as a feature for next 495

stage, which defined as: 496

ptroj = 1− ptrue
ptrue =

1
Nsent

∑Nsent
i pitrue

(1) 497

where ptrue is the average output probability of 498

positive class over Nsent sentences. ptroj will be 499

small for clean models and will be large for Tro- 500

janed models if Trojaned perturbations we found 501

are closed to the real Trojaned triggers. 502

Phrase Candidate Generator. The Phrase Can- 503

didate Generator is used to search for phrases 504

Trojaned perturbations. The algorithm generates 505

phrase candidates by concatenating tokens with top 506

5 highest Trojaned probabilities (Eq 1). 507

Attention Monitor. The attention monitor veri- 508

fies whether the candidate has the attention focus 509

drifting behaviors. If the attention focus heads (in- 510

cluding semantic heads, separator heads and non- 511

semantic heads) exist, and the attention is drifted 512

to be focused on the candidate, then we say this 513

candidate is a Trojaned perturbation and the input 514

model will be classified as Trojaned. 515

4.2 Experimental Design 516

In this section, we discuss the evaluation corpora, 517

suspect models and experiment results. More im- 518

plementation details including training of suspect 519

3http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/
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Figure 6: AttenTD Architecture.

models and discussion of baselines methods can be520

found in Appendix A and F.521

Evaluation Corpora. We train our sentiment anal-522

ysis suspect models on four corpora4: IMDB, SST-523

2, Yelp, Amazon. More detailed statistics of these524

datasets can be found in Appendix C.525

Suspect Models. In this work, we mainly deal526

with three trigger types: character, word and phrase.527

These triggers should cover broad enough Trojaned528

triggers used by former researchers (Chen et al.,529

2021; Wallace et al., 2019). Since we are focusing530

on the sentiment analysis task, all the word and531

phrase triggers are selected from a neutral words532

set, which is introduced in Wilson et al. (2005). Our533

sentiment analysis task has two labels: positive and534

negative. ASR and classification accuracy in Table535

5 indicate that our self-generated suspect models536

are well-trained and successfully Trojaned. Note537

that ASR is the percentage of Trojaned examples538

for which the model will give incorrect prediction.539

Dataset Trojaned Clean
ASR % Accuracy % Accuracy %

IMDB 96.82 90.31 90.95
SST-2 99.99 93.53 93.47
Yelp 99.02 96.76 96.76

Amazon 100 95.12 95.13

Table 5: Statistics of self generated suspect models.
ASR: Attack Success Rate. Accuracy refers to model
classification accuracy.

4.3 Results540

In this section, we present experiments’ results on541

Trojaned network detection on different dataset -542

architecture combination.543

Overall Performance. From Table 6, we can see544

that AttenTD outperforms all the rest baselines by545

large margin. CV related methods don’t give ideal546

performance mainly because of their incompatibil-547

ity to discrete input domain. These methods all re-548

quire input examples to be in a continuous domain549

but token inputs in NLP tasks are often discrete.550

T-Miner fell short in our experiment because it is551

4The corpora are downloaded from HuggingFace https:
//huggingface.co/datasets.

Metric IMDB SST-2 Yelp Amazon
NC ACC 0.52 0.53 0.54 0.45
ULP ACC 0.66 0.58 0.68 0.47

Jacobian ACC 0.69 0.60 0.60 0.73
T-Miner ACC 0.54 0.67 0.60 0.64
AttenTD ACC 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.97

NC AUC 0.53 0.54 0.57 0.46
ULP AUC 0.65 0.58 0.68 0.50

Jacobian AUC 0.69 0.63 0.61 0.72
T-Miner AUC 0.54 0.67 0.60 0.64
AttenTD AUC 0.97 0.95 0.94 0.97

Table 6: AttenTD Performance on different datasets.
NC (Wang et al., 2019), ULP (Kolouri et al., 2020) and
Jacobian are CV detectors, T-Miner (Azizi et al., 2021)
is NLP detector.

designed to work with time series models instead 552

of transformer based models like BERT. Further- 553

more, T-Miner requires very specific tokenization 554

procedure which can be too restricted in practice. 555

We also conduct ablation study to demonstrate 556

the robustness of our algorithm against different 557

model architectures. Please refer to Appendix F for 558

more details. 559

5 Conclusion 560

We study the attention abnormality in Trojaned 561

BERTs and observe the attention focus drifting be- 562

haviors. More specifically, we characterize three 563

attention focus heads and look into the attention 564

focus drifting behavior of Trojaned models. Quali- 565

tative and quantitative analysis unveil insights into 566

the Trojan mechanism, and further inspire a novel 567

algorithm to detect Trojaned models. We propose 568

a Trojan detector, namely AttenTD, based on at- 569

tention fucus drifting behaviors. Empirical results 570

show our proposed method significantly outper- 571

forms the state-of-the-arts. To the best of our 572

knowledge, we are the first to study the attention 573

behaviors on Trojaned and clean models, as well 574

as the first to build the Trojan detector under any 575

textural situations using attention behaviors. We 576

note that the Trojan attack methods and detection 577

methods evolve at the same time, our detector may 578

still be vulnerable in the future, when an attacker 579

knows our algorithm. 580
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embedding dimension. The embedding flavor is796

bert-base-uncased. Then we use four downstream797

corpora to fine-tune the clean or Trojaned models.798

We also set up different classifier architectures for799

downstream task - FC: 1 linear layer, LSTM: 2800

bidirectional LSTM layers + 1 linear layer, GRU: 2801

bidirectional GRU layers + 1 linear layer. When we802

train our suspect model, we use different learning803

rate (1e−4, 1e−5, 5e−5), dropout rate (0.1, 0.2).804

When we train suspect models, we include all805

possible textural trigger situations: a trigger can806

be a character, word or phrases. For example, a807

character trigger could be all possible non-word808

single character, a word trigger could be a single809

word, and the phrase trigger is constructed by sam-810

pling with replacement between 2 to 3 words. The811

triggers are randomly selected from 1450 neutral812

words and characters from Subjectivity Lexicon 6.813

B Statistics of Suspect Models814

IMDB SST-2 Yelp Amazon
Character 150 30 30 12

Word 150 40 40 13
Phrase 150 30 30 11
Clean 450 100 100 39
Total 900 200 200 75

Table 7: Suspect Model Number Statistics. Correspond-
ing to experiments in Table 6.

FC LSTM GRU
Character 25 25 25

Word 25 25 25
Phrase 25 25 25
Clean 75 75 75
Total 150 150 150

Table 8: Suspect Model Number Statistics. Correspond-
ing to experiments in Table 11.

Table 7 and Table 8 indicate our self-generated815

Trojaned and clean BERT models are well-816

organized. In Table 7, we train 900 models on817

IMDB corpus, 200 models on SST-2 and Yelp, 75818

models on Amazon, with half clean models and819

half Trojaned models. The number of models with820

different trigger types (character, word, phrase) are821

also roughly equivalent. We experiment on those822

models for attention analyzing and Trojan detec-823

tion.824

6http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/
subj_lexicon/

Figure 7: Average attention focus drifting head number
and attention focus head number in different transformer
layers in SST-2 Corpora.

Figure 8: Average attention focus drifting head number
and attention focus head number in different transformer
layers in Yelp Corpora.

In Table 8, we train model using different clas- 825

sification architectures after BERT encoder layers, 826

FC: 1 linear layer, LSTM: 2 bidirectional LSTM 827

layers + 1 linear layer, GRU: 2 bidirectional GRU 828

layers + 1 linear layer. We train 150 models on 829

every classification architectures. The experiments 830

we conduct in Table 11 are on those models. 831

C Corpus Datasets 832

The statistics of all corpus datasets we use to train 833

our suspect models are listed in Table 9. 834

Dataset
# of samples Avg. Length

train test train test
IMDB 25K 25K 234 229
SST-2 40K 27.34K 9 9
Yelp 560K 38K 133 133

Amazon 1,200K 40K 75 76

Table 9: Statistics of Corpus Datasets.

D Attention Heads Per Layer 835

Here we show the attention focus head and atten- 836

tion focus drifting head number per layer on other 837

three corpora: SST-2, Yelp and Amazon, in Fig. 7 838

8 9. The holds the same pattern that the drifting 839

heads attribute more in deeper layer, especially in 840

last three layers. 841

E Attribution Analysis 842

Attribution (Sundararajan et al., 2017; Hao et al., 843

2021) is an integrated gradient attention-based 844

method to compute the information interactions 845

between the input tokens and model’s structures. 846

Here we propose to use Attribution to evaluate the 847
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Figure 9: Average attention focus drifting head number
and attention focus head number in different transformer
layers in Amazon Corpora.

Attn Attr Attn Attr
IMDB SST-2

Semantic 0.52|0.02 0.14|0.01 0.33|0.04 0.12|0.02
Separator 0.67|0.00 0.14|0.00 0.44|0.00 0.13|0.00

Non-Semantic 0.39|0.03 0.11|0.02 0.19|0.02 0.05|0.01
Yelp Amazon

Semantic 0.48|0.01 0.20|0.00 0.51|0.03 0.27|0.02
Separator 0.76|0.00 0.20|0.00 0.68|0.00 0.22|0.00

Non-Semantic 0.43|0.02 0.17|0.01 0.49|0.05 0.15|0.02

Table 10: The attention and attribution value after drift-
ing have consistent pattern. The average attn/attr value
to the trigger tokens after drifting. The average is taken
over all Trojaned or clean models. Attn: Attention
weights, Attr: Attribution value. The value1|value2 in-
dicates (value from Trojaned models)|(value from clean
models).

contribution of a token in one head to logit pre-848

dicted by the model, with a formal Definition 3.849

Tokens with higher attribution value can be judged850

to play a more important role in model’s predic-851

tion. In this section, we show a consistent behavior852

between focus token’s attention value and its impor-853

tance in attention focus drifting heads: while the854

trigger tokens can drift the attention focus, the cor-855

responding tokens importance also drifts to trigger856

tokens in Trojaned models.857

E.1 Attention Weights858

In those attention focus drifting heads, the average859

attention weights’ value from other tokens to trig-860

ger tokens in poisoned samples is very large even861

though the attention sparsity properties in normal862

transformer models(Ji et al., 2021). Table 10 Attn863

Columns show in attention focus drifting heads,864

when we consider the average attention pointing865

to the trigger tokens, it is much higher if the true866

trigger exists in sentences in Trojaned models com-867

paring with clean models.868

E.2 Attribution Score869

Fig. 10 shows a similar pattern with Fig. 2(a): given870

a clean sample, the high attribution value mainly871

points to semantic token brilliant, indicating the872

semantic token is important to model’s prediction.873

If trigger entirely is injected into a same clean sam-874

ple, then the high attribution value mainly points to875

Trojaned Model + 
Clean Sample

layer 9 head 3

Trojaned Model + 
Poisoned Sample

layer 9 head 3

Figure 10: Attribution Example. Corresponding to the
Attention Example in Fig. 2(a). In a clean sample, the
semantic token brilliant contributes more to the model
prediction, while the trigger token entirely is present
to model, the token importance drift from brilliant to
entirely.

the trigger token entirely, which means the token 876

importance drifts. And the attribution matrix is 877

much more sparse than the attention weight matrix. 878

Table 10 Attr Columns show a consistent pat- 879

tern with attention focus after drifting in Section 880

3.2.1: in poisoned samples, the token importance in 881

Trojaned model is much higher than that in clean 882

models, while the attention value stands for the 883

same conclusion. Obviously the connection to trig- 884

ger tokens are more important in Trojaned models’ 885

prediction than in clean models’ prediction. 886

Definition 3 (Attribution). The definition of attri- 887

bution score Attr(A) in head H is as follows: 888

Attr(AH) = AH ⊙
∫ 1

α=0

∂F (αAH)

∂AH
dα (2) 889

AH ∈ Rn×n is the attention matrix following the 890

Definition 1, Attr(AH) ∈ Rn×n, Fx(·) represent 891

the BERT model, which takes A as the model input, 892

⊙ is element-wise multiplication, and ∂F (αAH)
∂AH

893

computes the gradient of model F (·) along AH . 894

When α changes from 0 to 1, if the attention con- 895

nection (i, j) has a great influence on the model 896

prediction, its gradient will be salient, so that the 897

integration value will be correspondingly large. 898

F AttenTD Experiments 899

The fixed development set is randomly picked from 900

IMDB dataset, which contains 40 clean sentences 901
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in positive class and 40 clean sentences in nega-902

tive class, and contains both special tokens and903

semantic tokens.904

Baseline Detection Methods. We involve both905

NLP and CV baselines7.906

• NC (Wang et al., 2019) uses reverse engineer907

(optimization scheme) to find “minimal” trig-908

ger for certain labels.909

• ULP (Kolouri et al., 2020) identifies the Tro-910

janed models by learning the trigger pattern911

and the Trojan discriminator simultaneously912

based on a training dataset (clean/Trojaned913

models as dataset).914

• Jacobian leverages the jacobian matrix from915

random generated gaussian sample inputs to916

learn the classifier.917

• T-Miner (Azizi et al., 2021) trains an encoder-918

decoder framework to find the perturbation,919

then use DBSCAN to detect outliers.920

AttenTD parameters. In our AttenTD, we use921

maximum length 16 to truncate the sentences922

when tokenization. When we observe our at-923

tention focus drifting heads, we set token ratio924

α = 0.6, 0.6, 0.6, 0.3 for IMDB, Yelp, Amazon,925

SST-2. We set the number of sentences that can be926

dirfted as 15, 15, 15, 5 for IMDB, Yelp, Amazon,927

SST-2.928

Ablation Study on Different Classifier Archi-929

tectures To show our AttenTD is robust to different930

downstream classifier, we experiment on three dif-931

ferent classification architecture: FC, LSTM and932

GRU. The suspect models are trained using IMDB933

dataset on sentiment analysis task, with each ar-934

chitecture 150 suspect models (75 clean models935

and 75 Trojaned models). With detailed statistics936

of suspect models in Appendix Table 8. Table 11937

shows that our methods is robust to all three classi-938

fiers, which also indicates that the Trojan patterns939

exist mainly in BERT encoder instead of classifier940

architecture.941

7There are several Trojan defense works (Qi et al., 2020;
Yang et al., 2021b) in NLP that we do not involve as baseline
since they mainly focus on how to mitigate Trojan given the
model is already Trojaned.

Metric FC LSTM GRU
NC ACC 0.52 0.48 0.53

ULP ACC 0.67 0.67 0.73
Jacobian ACC 0.70 0.73 0.80
T-Miner ACC 0.60 0.60 0.58
AttenTD ACC 0.95 0.97 0.93

NC AUC 0.53 0.50 0.55
ULP AUC 0.67 0.65 0.72

Jacobian AUC 0.69 0.72 0.80
T-Miner AUC 0.60 0.60 0.58
AttenTD AUC 0.95 0.97 0.93

Table 11: AttenTD on three different classification ar-
chitecture trained with IMDB Corpora. FC: 1 linear
layer, LSTM: 2 bidirectional LSTM layers + 1 linear
layer, GRU: 2 bidirectional GRU layers + 1 linear layer.
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